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FADE IN:

EXT. ABOVE THE LUNAR SURFACE - DAY

A small TRANSPORT POD tumbles end over end a hundred meters
above the dead gray surface of the Moon.

INT. TRANSPORT POD TP-151 - DAY

A shit-storm of blaring alarms, flashing lights, and endless
tumbling causes the pod's lone PASSENGER (30s) to heave into
a barf bag.

Woozy and disoriented, he slams his palm on the comm.

PASSENGER
I say again, Tranquility Base, this
is TP-151 en route from South Pole
station. Please -

His stomach lurches, but he keeps it down.

PASSENGER
- respond. My vehicle is off grid
and out of control.

He listens for a reply. Nothing but static.

Through his view screen, TRANQUILITY BASE approaches fast, 
but he's high above it and it flashes by.

PASSENGER
Son of a bitch! Computer, can't you
fly this goddamned ship?

COMPUTER
Connection to Tranquility Base Nav
Control is offline. Tracking
beacons not responding. Please
enable manual control now.

PASSENGER
How the hell do I do that?

A new red light starts blinking over a compartment labeled
EMERGENCY OPERATIONS MANUAL. He opens it, grabs the manual.

He finds the page titled, "Enable Manual Control", presses
all of the buttons it says to press.



COMPUTER
Manual Control, enabled!

A joystick emerges from the console and he grabs it. He
struggles to slow the tumble. With effort, he succeeds.

EXT. TRANSPORT POD TP-151 - DAY

The ship slows its rotation and hangs dead in space.

INT. TRANSPORT POD TP-151 - DAY

The Passenger catches his breath, then nudges the joystick
until he sees Tranquility base through the viewport.

He tries the comm again.

PASSENGER
Tranquility Base, this is TP-151.
Anyone mind telling me what the f-

His words trail off as he sees the impossible.

Some sort of RED TINGED FIELD appears out of nowhere and
envelopes the entire Moon below.

EXT. TRANSPORT POD TP-151 - DAY

The red field pulses. And as it pulses, the Moon begins to
fade in and out of existence.

Here. Not here. Here. Not here. Faster and faster.

And then WINK!, The Moon is gone.

Not destroyed. Just gone.

INT. TRANSPORT POD TP-151 - DAY

The Passenger sees the Moon disappear. His face goes white.

PASSENGER
C-c-computer, where'd the Moon go?

COMPUTER
I'm sorry, I don't understand your
question.
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PASSENGER
The Moon. Where is it?

A beat while the Computer does its thing.

COMPUTER
I am unable to contact Tranquility
Base. I am unable to contact North
Pole station. I am unable to
contact South Pole station. I am
unable -

SMASH CUT TO:

EXT. NEW YORK - DAY

Mile high mega-structures. Flying cars. Everything is shiny
and new.

It's the city of the future we all hoped for... all built
from a gray material that isn't stone, but not quite metal.

INT. UNITED NATIONS TOWER - OFFICE - DAY

A floor to ceiling window frames the New York skyline.

SUPER:               NEW YORK - 2102

                      THREE DAYS AGO

MELINDA TOWNE (40s, White) sits at her desk, oblivious to
the view behind her.

A dozen holo-screens float around her desk. Each displays a
rat's nest of math that'd make your head explode.

Her hands fly through the holo-math as she modifies formulas
and executes complex calculations like it's a game to her.

On her desk, a name plaque proclaims:

   MELINDA TOWNE - U.N. Science Ambassador to the Moon

MELINDA
Merlin, please bring up the-

The disembodied voice of her AI Assistant, MERLIN responds.
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MERLIN (FILTERED)
sarcastically( )

Moon holo? Of course. Nothing would
bring me greater pleasure, ma'am.

An enormous Holo of the Moon appears. Melinda uses hand
gestures to manipulate it. Zoom in, rotate, zoom again.

Mining facilities leap into focus, dozens of them dotting
the moon in a seemingly random pattern.

She zooms WAY in on a Mining Facility. Machines extract the
same "not stone/not steel" material used to remake New York.

MELINDA
Run geo grid parse at -

MERLIN (FILTERED)
Would you like me to tell you how
many variations on the grid parse
I've run in the two years, eleven
months, nine days, sixteen minutes
and thirty four seconds since we
began this ridiculous snipe hunt of
yours, Melinda?

MELINDA
Do you even know what a snipe is?

A pause.

MERLIN (FILTERED)
Running parse now.

Dotted lines appear which randomly connect all of the mining
facilities to each other over the surface of the moon.

The lines shift, shift again, and again, over and over, the
sequence increasing in speed.

Melinda stares at the holo, almost willing a pattern to
emerge in the shifting lines.

MERLIN (FILTERED)
May I ask a question?

Melinda nods.

MERLIN (FILTERED)
Why must NullStuff have been
created by an alien intelligence?
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MELINDA
Finally!

MERLIN (FILTERED)
What?

MELINDA
You are the finest A.I. in the
solar system, Merlin -

MERLIN (FILTERED)
I know.

MELINDA
- and this is the first intelligent
question you've asked me in the
five years since you came online.

A brief pause.

MERLIN (FILTERED)
Was that an insult?

A smirk from Melinda.

MELINDA
What is the defining quality of
NullStuff?

MERLIN (FILTERED)
It is the most unique material
known to humanity. With proper
application of electricity,
magnetism, heat, cold, light, etc,
NullStuff can be made to do just
about anything you can think of.

MELINDA
That is a correct answer, but not
the one I'm looking for.

Merlin takes a second to think.

MERLIN (FILTERED)
The only known source is the Moon.

MELINDA
Strike two.

MERLIN (FILTERED)
impatient( )

This is an extremely inefficient
use of my processing power.
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She swipes at the Moon holo, making it spin like a top.

MELINDA
It's impossible. For all the
reasons you list, its existence
makes absolutely no sense. If we
accept that, we have no choice but-

Something else catches her attention. She looks down.

Her cat, SCHRÖDINGER, a ginger tabby, winds between her
legs, begging for attention with purrs.

MELINDA
Not now, Schrödinger!

The cat won't be denied, so she reaches down to pet it. True
to its feline nature, the cat avoids her touch, leaps onto a
nearby chair and begins cleaning itself.

MERLIN (FILTERED)
Your cat is incorrectly named. Cats
are unpredictable by nature. I
submit that Heisenberg would be
more apt.

She look over at the chair. Schrödinger is gone. This causes
something to click in Melinda's brain: Unpredictable!

MELINDA
Heisenberg!

She reaches up and stops the Moon holo from spinning. Her
eyes dart back and forth, her mind racing.

MELINDA
Merlin, you're beautiful!

MERLIN (FILTERED)
Ma'am, I am a series of quantum
computers distributed throughout
the base's -

MELINDA
I think you unlocked the secret! If
you weren't so distributed, I'd
kiss you.

MERLIN (FILTERED)
surprised( )

Secret to what?
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Melinda goes to the holo filled with mind-bending math. She
erases big chunks, quickly replaces them with other formula.

MELINDA
It's so obvious.

MERLIN (FILTERED)
It is?

MELINDA
Heisenberg's uncertainty principle.

A pause, then Merlin gets it.

MERLIN (FILTERED)
I understand. If you'll allow me.

The holo math takes on a life of its own as Merlin inserts
the complex formulas at impossible speed.

MERLIN (FILTERED)
Testing hypothesis. Please wait.

The Moon holo changes. Instead of lines crisscrossing its
surface, the lines appear inside the moon.

But they don't simply link the mining sites. They point to
locations all over the Moon. Melinda is mesmerized.

She reviews the math, sees something in it, changes a symbol
in one spot... and the lines come to life!

The lines shift and morph like liquid lightning, thousands
of them emanating from the center of the Moon itself.

It's like a 4-D Cosmic Dreamcatcher, changing by the second
and beautiful beyond belief.

The only lines that don't move are those attached to a mine.

Melinda can't contain herself and screams with excitement!

MELINDA
EUREKA!

She glances back at the chair. Schrödinger is there again,
like she was never gone.

MELINDA
Maybe you guys are the aliens.

Tears of joy form, but she wipes them away.
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MELINDA
Please get Minister Endo on the
line.

She looks over at an old fashioned framed photo on her desk.

In it, Melinda sits between two people: JILL (40s, Black),
her wife, and their daughter, CORA (12, Black).

Together, they plant a big kiss on Melinda's cheeks.

MELINDA
Wait. Is Jill up?

A second while Merlin runs a query.

MERLIN (FILTERED)
Only just. She hasn't had her
coffee yet.

MELINDA
I'll take my chances.

MERLIN (FILTERED)
It's your funeral.

The comm rings and JILL (40s, Black) appears on screen.

Behind her, a window shows the lunar surface. She's on the
Moon. She looks tired, yet happy to see Melinda.

JILL
I haven't had my coffee, babe. Can
you call back in five - no, ten?

MELINDA
I did it, Jill!

JILL
yawning( )

Did what?

Melinda steps to the side so Jill can see the Moon and the
hidden Dreamcatcher within.

Jill's eyes widen.

JILL
It's beautiful, babe. What is it?
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MELINDA
It's Quantum superposition combined
with Heisenberg's Uncertainty
Principle. If you take-

JILL
Heisenberg? Didn't he do some kind
of experiment on a cat?

MELINDA
No, that was Schrödinger.

JILL
Our cat? Is she OK?

MELINDA
She's fine. Here, look at these
formulae-

Jill shakes her head.

JILL
I've told you a hundred times, Mel,
don't math at me unless I've had at
least three cups of coffee.

Melinda smiles, gets it.

MELINDA
It's a big discovery, Jill. Like
bigger than fire and the wheel big.

Jill's eyes widen.

JILL
You mean... it's proof of...

Melinda nods, barely containing her excitement.

JILL
Holy shit, babe! What did Endo say
when you told him?

MELINDA
Are you kidding? I called The Boss
before I call the boss.

Jill makes an "Awwww" face, blows Melinda a kiss.

JILL
Merlin, are you listening?
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MERLIN (FILTERED)
Always.

JILL
Get Endo on the line.

MERLIN (FILTERED)
Yes, Ma'am.

Jill blows Melinda another kiss.

JILL
Get that ass up here so we can
celebr-

Her holo disappears mid-sentence.

MELINDA
Merlin!

MERLIN (FILTERED)
You know I dislike public displays
of affection.

Her face crinkles. She's about to retort when -

MERLIN (FILTERED)
Lisa says Minister Endo is asleep.
Should she wake him?

INT. HIDEO ENDO'S BEDROOM - MOON - NIGHT

HIDEO ENDO (70s), Chief Administrator of Tranquility Base,
lays on a bamboo mat in a room the size of a large closet.

His position merits larger quarters - but that's not his
style. Like the room, he is compact, efficient, and ordered.

His only personal item; a picture that shows a lunar dome
with a catastrophic meteor strike torn through it.

Hand written in the white border of the picture:

       Expect the worst and you'll never be disappointed.

Hideo's AI assistant LISA whispers quietly.

LISA (FILTERED)
Sir, Melinda Towne is calling.

His eyes open slowly. He wasn't asleep.
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HIDEO
Tell her I'm sleeping.

LISA (FILTERED)
She's sent a data packet. I've
reviewed it and I really think you
should take her call.

HIDEO
You reviewed it without
authorization?

A split-second pause while the AI thinks of an excuse.

LISA (FILTERED)
Merlin said, uh...

INT. MINISTRY OFFICE - MOON - NIGHT

Where Hideo's quarters are austere, his office is huge and
designed to impress.

And his view puts Melinda's to shame.

In the foreground, Tranquility Base sprawls out - humanities
greatest achievement. 

Beyond that, a universe of stars waits for us.

Hideo reviews the data while Melinda's holo waits. The 4D
Dreamcatcher is mesmerizing. His mouth hangs open, but words
won't come.

LISA (FILTERED)
I told you it was good news.

HIDEO
Switch off, Lisa. Melinda, I do not
know what to say.

INT. MELINDA'S OFFICE - DAY

Melinda beams.

MELINDA
Eureka works.

HIDEO (FILTERED)
The key? What was the key?
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MELINDA
My cat and Merlin.

Hideo is instantly on edge.

HIDEO (FILTERED)
Perhaps we should discuss this on a
secure channel. Lisa?

A chime from above.

LISA (FILTERED)
Line secured, sir.

MELINDA
We can't keep this a secret, sir.
You know what this means.

Hideo exhales as if he carries the weight of worlds on his
shoulders... which he does.

HIDEO
Perhaps more than you. Lisa?

A chime from above.

HIDEO
Please index statistics related to
poverty, homelessness, disease,
crime, and war during the fifty
years prior to the discovery of
Quantum Material on the Moon, then
compare the results from that
moment in time until today.

Two holo-charts appear and float in the air, one Red and one
Green. The charts float toward each other and overlap.

The results are clear. Humanity was at a precipice. After
Quantum Material (QM) was discovered, everything changed.

HIDEO
This is about more than science or
religion. It is about the survival
of the human race. Science dictates
I suspend all mining operations
until we know exactly what we're
dealing with. That could mean
years. Decades.

He slumps back in his seat and sighs.
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HIDEO
But compassion begs me not to. It
screams in my ear that without a
steady flow of Quantum Material,
war and poverty and suffering will
return. Without it, humanity's
future hangs in the balance.

Melinda struggles, having thought only of the science.

HIDEO
So what would you have me tell the
world, Melinda?

The scientist in her wins out.

MELINDA
The truth, sir. Always the truth.

Hideo's face falls almost imperceptibly, but then his normal
resolve returns and he's all business.

HIDEO
Ms. Towne, I congratulate you on
what will likely be the greatest
discovery in human history. I will,
of course, require your presence
here immediately.

He glances at the ceiling.

HIDEO
Lisa, please arrange a shuttle for
Ms. Towne and her daughter. Hideo
out.

INT. HIDEO'S BATHROOM - MOON - NIGHT

Hideo looks at himself in the mirror, emotion torturing his
face. He tries to wash it away with cold water.

Lisa chimes in from above.

LISA (FILTERED)
tenderly( )

A credit for your thoughts, boss.

HIDEO
Were my thoughts for sale, I might
be the richest person in the world.
But.. they are not, so -
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Another splash of cold water.

LISA (FILTERED)
Boss?

HIDEO
Yes, Lisa.

LISA (FILTERED)
Don't be afraid. You've dealt with
non-Human intelligences before.

HIDEO
Yes, but we made you. We had a
baseline. We knew what to expect.

Hideo pulls on a nightshirt and lays down on his mat.

His eyes close. A few moments of quiet - then...

LISA (FILTERED)
in a whisper( )

Boss?

He doesn't say anything.

LISA (FILTERED)
in a whisper( )

You made us, but what if they made
you?

Hideo's eyes open. The fear in them burns like an ember as
the room lights dim to black.

INT. THE LOOKOUT LOUNGE - MOON - NIGHT

The Lookout Lounge was once the base observatory. When mini-
satellites took over that job, it evolved into a trendy
eatery.

CONNOR FINNEGAN (30s), lunar geologist and a real nerd's
nerd, sits at the Focus table, directly below the Lookouts
old school telescope. It's late and he's the lone customer.

His gaze is focused on the table screen, which shows a
trajectory line that intersects the path of the Moon.

MAGGIE (O.C.)
You're forgetting to eat again,
Connor.
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MAGGIE (50s) is cook, bottle washer, and proprietor of the
place. She's also an ex-rocket scientist.

MAGGIE
Don't make me come over there -

Connor absently scoops a spoon full of food into his mouth.

The trajectory line on the table begins to blink slowly. A
red dot appears along the path.

CONNOR
There it is! Just like I predicted!

He turns to Maggie and babbles with nerd-based excitement.

CONNOR
This ones gonna be close. Between
30 and 50 klicks due south of us.
Probably closer to 30. Gonna feel
like a magnitude 3 on the Richter.
Maybe a 4 if we're lucky. You
better hold on, Maggie. Impact is
in 10, 9, 8...

Hands on hips, Maggie watches as Connor dives under a table,
counts down to zero and then...

Nothing happens. Connor looks around, confused.

MAGGIE
Why do all the weirdos come out
during a full Earth?

INT. CAR - DAY

Melinda sits in the passenger couch of her auto-drive car,
her mind a quarter million miles away as the uber-futuristic
New York skyline zips by.

Next to her is a cat carrier. Inside, SCHRÖDINGER sleeps.

EXT. PARK - DAY

Green grass. Blue sky. People flying kites and picnickers
picnicking.

Watching from under a nearby apple tree is CORA TOWNE (15),
a mix of quirky tech girl and caustic innocence.
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Her fingers fly over a holocomp keyboard, the screen showing
some sort of 3D programming language.

CORA
Almost got you... THERE!

In the forest adjacent to the park, SOMETHING ENORMOUS moves
through the trees, cutting a swath through the canopy.

!CRASH! - a Tyrannosaurus Rex bursts out of the forest and
into the park. It sees the people and begins chomping them.

None of them seem to notice, or even avoid being chomped.

Cora sees this and is not happy.

CORA
Damn it!

The T-Rex hears her and charges. It's almost on her, teeth
bared, when she taps a key and the simulation pauses.

MELINDA (O.S.)
Impressive.

Melinda walks through the T-Rex, exploding the holo-pixels
in the process.

MELINDA
Your texture mapping is excellent.
The blood spatter physics almost
made me gag.

Cora closes her laptop and the entire holo-scene fades away,
revealing a typical teenage girl's bedroom.

CORA
It lacks verisimilitude.

MELINDA
How so?

CORA
Normal humans don't just sit around
waiting to get chomped like that.

MELINDA
You might be surprised. Were you
programming the crowd to panic?

CORA
I'm trying to teach this stupid
thing how to react in an emergency.
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Melinda holds her laughter, but just barely.

MELINDA
You can never tell how people will
react in an emergency, kiddo. Human
nature is almost...

SCHRÖDINGER bounds into the room and rubs up against Cora.

MELINDA
... feline.

Cora sighs, pets the cat, then eyeballs Melinda, suspicious.

CORA
Wait. You're home early. You're
never home early.

MELINDA
Needed time to dig our suitcases
out of the garage.

It takes Cora a split second to figure it.

CORA
We're going to see Mom-squared?!

Melinda nods, smiles from ear to ear.

Cora leaps to her feet, jumps around like a five year old.

CORA
Oh my god! What am I gonna wear? A
gift - I have to make her something
really nice.

MELINDA
Better hurry. We're on the next
shuttle.

Cora squeals and dives into her closet. Clothes fly out.

INT. GARAGE BAY - DAY

Connor pleads with BEEREE KOORANG (30s, Aboriginal Aussie),
Chief Mechanic for the Tranquility's Moon Rovers, nicknamed
"Roustabouts". It's her nickname, too, for good reason.

CONNOR
But the suits seal themselves!
There are triple redundancies!
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BEEREE
Rules are rules. Can't let you out
into the big woop woop until you
check out on basic suit tech.

CONNOR
Woop woop?

BEEREE
You're not cleared for unsupervised
travel, Connor.

She flips her holo display toward Connor.

BEEREE
Being a shitty Roustabout driver is
bad enough, but your suit is life
or death. I've seen five year olds
who suit up faster than -

Connor looks down at his feet. Beeree takes pity, but she's
also a woman and Connor is kinda cute.

She switches gears, from pure business to girl on the hunt.

BEEREE
Tell ya what. How about I chaperon?
I get you all the way there...

She bats her eyelashes, powers up her seductive charms.

BEEREE
Then I take you to this romantic
little crater I know and you get me
all the way there.

In true nerd fashion, Connor is oblivious to her charms.

CONNOR
I'll study the vids and be back.

He wanders off. Beeree's eyes smile after him.

BEEREE
Gonna bag me that nerdy Dag.

INT. CORRIDOR - DAY

Connor exits the Garage bay and bumps into ornery Russian
Excursion Chief PIETR FIADATOVA (40s), who is busy gobbling
a sandwich.
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CONNOR
Pietr! How'd you like to earn a
hundred credits?

The Russian holds up his middle finger as he walks away.

Connor sighs, then races off after him.

INT. MINISTER'S OFFICE - NIGHT

Hideo endures the angry rants of DON MARCUM (60s), Mining
Operations Supervisor, over a holo-call.

DON (FILTERED)
This is total bullshit, Hideo!

INT. OPERATIONS COMMAND CENTER - NIGHT

Don stomps his way around the holo image of Hideo, pissed.

DON
My crew don't draw a salary. They
get paid in shares based on
production output! What am I
supposed to tell them?

HIDEO (FILTERED)
That I believe this pause to be
temporary, and that I will discuss
changes to their contract which
will allow them to -

DON
I'll contact blue rock. I'm sure
the Appropriations Committee will
be all kinds of interested in what
you've found.

Hideo's holo freezes for a moment, then comes back online.

HIDEO (FILTERED)
I have disabled all unsanctioned
communication with Earth until we
better understand what we're
dealing with. Hideo out.

The holo ends, leaving Don filled with anger.

DON
Fuckin' bureaucrats! Sonny, I need
to make a long distance call.
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SONNY, the facilities AI Computer, replies with a southern
twang reminiscent of Conway Twitty.

SONNY (FILTERED)
No can do, pardner. I'm locked out.

DON
You're smart. Find a way past it.

SONNY (FILTERED)
They cut the hardline, Don. Maybe
you can have one of the unemployed
crew members dig up a couple of tin
cans and a shitload of string -

Don looks up at the nearest camera, flips Sonny the bird,
then barges toward the elevator.

SONNY (FILTERED)
Where are you going?

INT. ELEVATOR - NIGHT

Don presses 1 and the elevator drops.

SONNY (FILTERED)
I'm sorry, Don. If you want, I can
hack into Accounting and siphon off
some shares for the crew.

Don softens.

DON
Thanks, Sonny. You still able to
connect with the base?

SONNY (FILTERED)
Yes.

DON
Then leave your admin bits here to
run things and download the rest of
you to Tranquility.

SONNY (FILTERED)
May I ask why?

The elevator doors open and Don steps out into a -
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INT. CORRIDOR - NIGHT

Don arrives at a door marked "GARAGE BAY", opens it, and
walks toward the base's Shuttle.

SONNY (FILTERED)
The shuttle's engines are being
rebuilt. It'll take at least thirty
six hours to complete the -

Don holds up a silencing finger, then rounds the other side
of the shuttle.

DON
One thing you AI's will probably
never understand...

He stops in front of a Roustabout - one that's much larger,
beefier, and designed for extended hauls over rough terrain.

DON
How good long drives are for the
soul.

EXT. COASTAL LAUNCH FACILITY - EARTH - DAY

The towering rockets of the 20th century are gone, replaced
by a tarmac dotted with odd spacecraft bound for every part
of the solar system.

Melinda and Cora walk across the tarmac to their shuttle.

Cora carries two suitcases. Melinda carries a rugged metal
case the size of a shoe box, and the cat carrier.

INT. SHUTTLE - DAY

Melinda and Cora are shown their seats. There are 20 other
seats, all empty. Cora notices.

MELINDA
Private shuttle.

CORA
Must have done something pretty
special to get the red carpet.

Cora leans her seat way back. An entertainment holo appears.
She taps virtual controls. Bells and whistles aplenty.
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CORA
Swank! I like swank.

Melinda secures the metal case and the cat carrier, then
straps herself in.

EXT. SHUTTLE - DAY

The shuttle powers up. There are no flames or noise. Just a
low thrum, then the ship !PING! leaps into the sky.

INT. SHUTTLE - DAY

The sky turns from daylight to dark and full of stars in no
time. This ship is hauling ass, but the ride is silk.

INTERCOM (FILTERED)
Welcome aboard the Albatross. We've
cleared Earth's atmosphere and will
arrive at Tranquility Base at 22:14
lunar local time.

Melinda looks out the window at a waiting Moon.

INT. ROUSTABOUT - AIRLOCK - DAY

Connor squirms awkwardly into a space suit, helped by Pietr,
whose harsh Russian accent is straight up Mr. Chekov.

PIETR
You pass test. Barely, but pass.
Nothing to worry about. Nobody dies
on Moon in long time.

CONNOR
I'm not afraid. I just -

PIETR
Old Russian saying; No balls no
potato chips.

CONNOR
Blue chips.

Pietr plops a helmet on Connor's head.

PIETR
You close suit, perform own checks.

Connor goes through the process, step by step, uncertain.
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PIETR
You have GPS on rover. Locator
beacon is here -

He taps the control module on Connor's left glove.

PIETR
And you have big brains up here.

He smacks the side of Connor's helmet.

PIETR
I, Pietr Andreyovich Fiadatova,
enter coordinates into rover with
own hands. Nothing to fear but
fear.

CONNOR
Itself. Fear itself.

Pietr waves him off, then hustles him into the Rover.

PIETR
New craters same as old craters.
Why take time to visit new one?

CONNOR
I tracked it inbound and expected
measurable seismic tremors and a
large halo of ejecta, but -

PIETR
E-jec-ta? Is that real word?

Connor tries to nod.

PIETR
OK, Mr. Connor Big Brain, you are
green across board. Don't be lost.
See you around. Bye bye.

Pietr exits the Roustabout's airlock, closes it.

Connor watches the Russian exit the hangar and appear in the
control room.

Pietr gives Connor a thumbs up, cycles the garage airlock.

Atmosphere vents as the hangar door opens. Harsh light fills
the airlock and Connor's helmet goes dark.

He checks the chronograph on the dash, notes the time, grabs
the Roustabout's joystick and drives out.
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EXT. MOON - DAY

Connor's Roustabout scoots across the lunar surface.

INT. CONNOR'S HELMET - DAY

Connor yawns, checks the GPS on his glove... almost there.
The chrono has elapsed 8 hours.

EXT. METEOR IMPACT SITE - DAY

Connor parks the Roustabout behind a large boulder, unloads
his equipment package.

CONNOR
Computer. Record.

He walks from behind the boulder and turns toward the impact
crater... but there's no crater.

Just a meteor.

The size of a school bus.

And it's floating six feet above the surface of the Moon.

CONNOR
What the f-

His hands shake as he sets up his recording rig.

He nervously edges over to the meteor.

He gets within feet it - and curiosity overcomes fear and
reason. He reaches up, fingers so close to it -

- and he begins to sink down into the powdery gray surface
of the moon like it's quicksand.

But the surface doesn't change. It's like he's sinking into
an illusion of the surface.

Panicked, he taps his wrist comp.

CONNOR
Tranquility station, come in. I
have an Emergency.

He looks at his comp. It reads: Connection lost.

Then he's gone.
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Like he was never even there.

INT. SHUTTLE - NIGHT

Melinda works on her lap-holo. A chime overhead indicates
prep for landing. She taps Cora awake. Cora rubs her eyes
and glances out a nearby port.

Below, Tranquility base spreads out in all its glory.

EXT. LANDING PAD 9 - NIGHT

The Shuttle touches down and docks with the station.

INT. PAD 9 CORRIDOR - NIGHT

Jill vibrates with excitement as she waits for Melinda and
Cora at the shuttle airlock.

Up walks GUY BROUSSARD (40s, CAJUN HISPANIC), a bear of a
man with a face made to charm the ladies and an accent that
is icing on the beefcake.

JILL
Hello, big one.

GUY
Hello, little one.

JILL
Know what's on the other side of
that airlock?

GUY
I saw you run here, so it can only
be Happiness. It is the only reason
you should ever run anywhere.

The air lock light turns green, the door opens, and Cora
leaps out into Jill's arms, giving her a Mom-crushing hug.

CORA
MOMS!

JILL
My baby! How I missed you!

Melinda walks up. Her eyes express everything Jill needs
them to. Jill sets Cora down, opens her arms to Melinda.
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JILL
Hello, Einstein.

Melinda sets down her metal case and embraces Jill. They
stare into each others eyes, dreamy.

Cora and Guy watch from the sidelines.

GUY
Hello, little one.

CORA
Hello, big one.

GUY
How long are they gonna do that?

Cora shrugs, leaps on Guy's back and they trot off together.

Jill plants a kiss on Melinda, then notices the metal case.

JILL
You brought your boyfriend?

Melinda taps the case with her foot.

MELINDA
I never leave Earth without him.

INT. JILL'S APARTMENT - NIGHT

The door opens and the metal case slides in as if kicked.

Jill follows, dragging Melinda in with her kisses.

Months of separation explodes in passion.

INT. CORA'S QUARTERS - NIGHT

The door opens and the cat carrier slides in as if kicked.

It comes to a stop and SCHRÖDINGER hisses.

Cora saunters in, drops the suitcases.

The place is spartan, but the view outside is amazing.

And it's all hers.

She flops on the bed, giggling.
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INT. JILL'S APARTMENT - NIGHT

Jill and Melinda tear at each others clothes hungrily.

They flop on the bed, giggling.

They're almost down to it when a GENERAL ALARM sounds.

MELINDA
worried( )

Meteor strike?

Jill shakes her head, rushes to put her clothes on.

JILL
Probably an equipment malfunction
in the field.

INT. CORA'S QUARTERS - NIGHT

A BASE-WIDE ANNOUNCEMENT interrupts the general alarm.

Cora is already out the door, which closes behind her.

INT. JILL'S APARTMENT - NIGHT

Jill fastens her belt, puts on her shirt.

ANNOUNCEMENT
Search and Rescue Teams assemble in
Garage bay 11. Repeat, Search and -

Jill exhales a sigh of longing as she buttons her shirt.

JILL
Do I know my alarms, or do I?

She heads for the door, turns back and smiles.

JILL
Don't you put those clothes back
on. I might not be needed.

Then she's out the door and all is quiet.

Melinda looks around the room. What a mess. Worse than
Cora's bedroom.

She sighs, picks up the metal case, places it on a table.

She opens it. Inside, a glowing blue cube and a pull tool.
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She uses the tool to remove the cube from the case. She
carries it over to a control panel.

She presses her hand on a panel and a drawer slides open.

There's a square indentation in the center of the drawer.

Melinda places the blue cube in it and closes the drawer.

A second later, a bank of lights flare to life.

MERLIN (FILTERED)
God I hate the Moon.

INT. CORRIDOR - NIGHT

The alarm blares. Cora intercepts Guy and they march down
the corridor, she's all smiles, he's deadly serious.

CORA
Alien attack? Deadly space virus?
Explosive decompression?

GUY
Emergencies are never funny, little
one. Someone is in trouble.

The smile on Cora's face disappears.

INT. GARAGE BAY 11 - NIGHT

Search and Rescue team members are suiting up as Guy, Cora
and Jill arrive.

Jill and Guy begin suiting up.

Team leader, DR. EMILY CARPENTER (30s) sees Cora, bristles.

EMILY
Geologist Connor Finnegan took a
Roustabout to investigate a fresh
meteor impact site approximately
fifty kilometers west of the base.

Pictures of the area appear on a Holo.

EMILY
Telemetry shows he reached his
destination without incident about
twenty four minutes ago. Twenty
minutes ago all telemetry ceased.
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The team members exchange resigned looks.

CORA
Which telemetry?

Jill puts a hand on Cora's shoulder, shushing her.

EMILY
The telemetry. All of it.

Cora sense something wrong with the situation.

CORA
Don't EV suits have redundant
personal and systems telemetry? If
the suit was breached, personal
telemetry might stop because, well,
because. But the suit would
continue broadcasting.

She looks around. The team looks at each other.

CORA
Am I wrong?

Emily is forced to weigh the logic.

EMILY
It's possible the suit was damaged
in such a way that -

Emily's wrist comp chimes. She swipes the message up to the
wall display. It's a view from a craft moving fast above the
lunar surface.

EMILY
A SitRep drone will arrive on site
in a few seconds, allowing us to
understand the situation and -

Her voice trails off as the drone slows to a stop. The sight
of the huge floating Meteor causes all mouths to drop open.

CORA
Holy shit!

Jill taps her wrist comp. Melinda's face appears.

JILL
Mel, we're gonna need you in Garage
Bay 11. Right away.
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EXT. COMMAND AND RESCUE SHUTTLE - NIGHT

Laden with every type of equipment needed to deal with any
type of problem, the hulking rescue shuttle cruises above
the lunar surface.

INT. COMMAND AND RESCUE (CAR) SHUTTLE - NIGHT

Guy sits in the Pilot seat, Emily sits shotgun.

Melinda, Jill, Cora and several TEAM MEMBERS are strapped in
for the ride.

MELINDA
Time?

GUY
Ninety seconds.

JILL
to Cora( )

Stay out of the way. Don't touch
anything. At all. And if someone 
tells you to do something -

EMILY (O.S.)
Or not do something.

JILL
You do what they say without
question, got it?

Cora nods without attitude, serious for once.

EXT. METEOR IMPACT SITE - NIGHT

The shuttle lands 50 meters from the floating Meteor.

INT. COMMAND AND RESCUE SHUTTLE - NIGHT

The Rescue Team, all suited up, steps into the air lock.

Jill goes over to Guy.

JILL
All set?

He nods, and Jill secures her helmet. Emily checks it.
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JILL
Normally I'd expect this to be a
retrieval mission. But whatever
that is out there...

They look out the window at the impossible floating Meteor.

JILL
... means all bets are off. Mel, I
need you and Merlin working on
possible scenarios based on your
recent discovery.

Emily perks up, but remains silent.

JILL
Guy, have the team set up a cordon
around the meteor. I don't want
anyone within 10 meters of it until
I know what's going on. Then unload
every digger and burner on this rig
and have it ready.

She points to Emily.

JILL
I want every instrument on this
bucket examining and recording
everything that happens starting
now.

Emily nods, starts typing on her holo-keyboard.

JILL
I'm going out for a closer look.

Melinda puts a hand on her shoulder.

MELINDA
I should go.

JILL
You have your area of expertise,
babe, I have mine. Besides - what
if something...

Jill looks at Cora, then Melinda.

MELINDA
Scans are fine, but sometimes you
need feet on the ground to really
understand a problem.
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Jill considers, decides.

JILL
Your EV rating still good?

Melinda nods.

JILL
Okay. Suit up. I'll give you ten
minutes with the rock and then I
want you back inside. Are we clear?

Melinda salutes Jill.

EXT. COMMAND AND RESCUE SHUTTLE - NIGHT

Melinda exits the airlock and low-G moon-bounces over to
Connor's Roustabout. She makes a quick scan.

MELINDA
His vehicle appears five by five.
No outward signs of damage.

Then she sees Connor's footprints heading toward the Meteor.

MELINDA
His footprints lead toward the
Meteor site. I'm going to follow
them.

She skips over and comes to within 10 meters of the site.

The Meteor hangs motionless two meters above the ground, as
if stopped by the hand of God a nanosecond before impact.

MELINDA
Emily, what're your scans showing.

EMILY (FILTERED)
Not much. Gravitational and
magnetic spectrum readings are
nominal. The meteor is a classic
mix of nickel, iron, and a hundred
trace elements.

MELINDA
Is that it?

EMILY (FILTERED)
If there are strings holding it up,
my equipment can't see them.
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Melinda looks down at where Connor's footprint end.

INT. COMMAND AND RESCUE SHUTTLE - NIGHT

Emily and Cora watch through the main view port.

MELINDA (FILTERED)
Connor's footprints end directly
below the meteor.

CORA
Maybe it's a space ship and he
climbed inside.

EMILY
I hardly think -

GUY
When faced with the impossible, the
improbable seems certain.

CORA
Maybe it's quicksand. Or quick-
moon-sand.

They all turn to face Cora.

CORA
Back before Armstrong, NASA worried
the lunar surface might be, you
know, like powdered snow, and the
landers might sink.

MELINDA (FILTERED)
That rig have Ground Penetrating
Radar?

EMILY
This rig has everything except a
kitchen sink.

Guy smiles, opens a cabinet - revealing a small sink.

EXT. METEOR IMPACT SITE - NIGHT

A TEAM MEMBER maneuvers a Ground Penetrating Radar (GPR) rig
near the spot where Connor sank.
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INT. COMMAND AND RESCUE SHUTTLE - NIGHT

Emily brings the GPR online. Data transmits.

The main view port shifts and everything visible outside the
shuttle is overlaid with a digital outline.

She taps more controls, and a new outline appears - a shaft
directly below the meteor, definitely artificial.

            CORA         GUY         EMILY
            Cool!       Merde!     Holy shit!

Emily practically shouts into her comm.

JILL
Melinda, I need you to step back a
few meters. There's some sort shaft
below the surface.

Guy goes to an equipment locker, suits up. Jill and Emily
use every scanner to figure out what their seeing.

EMILY
Whatever it is down there isn't
giving off anything. What we're
seeing is the displacement of
regolith caused by the shaft, but
otherwise it's invisible.

MERLIN (FILTERED)
It's either impossibly inert, or
it's actively blocking us.

Emily looks up at Merlin's disembodied voice.

EMILY
Who is speaking?

CORA
That's Merlin, my mom's platonic AI
boyfriend.

MERLIN (FILTERED)
My money is on blocking.

EMILY
It would explain the loss of
telemetry.

Guy enters the airlock.
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MELINDA (FILTERED)
Guy, would you come out here and
hook me to -

GUY
Way ahead of you, ma'am.

EXT. METEOR IMPACT SITE - NIGHT

Guy and two TECHNICIANS unwind a rescue cable and a wired
comm line from the Shuttle. Guy bounces over and attaches
both to Melinda's suit.

JILL (FILTERED)
Mel, I think this is a bad idea.

MELINDA
We don't have time to take this up
in committee. Connor's air must be
getting thin.

JILL (FILTERED)
At least let me contact Hideo.

Melinda gives Guy the thumbs up and edged toward Connor's
footprints.

Cora pipes in on her Comm.

CORA (FILTERED)
You're a stud, Mom. You got this.

She looks up. The meteor looms above her.

MELINDA
This all seemed like a better idea
a minute ago.

GUY (FILTERED)
If you would like me to -

Emily's voice cuts in.

EMILY
Administrator Endo is on the line.
Patching him through.

HIDEO (FILTERED)
What are you doing, Melinda?
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MELINDA
Your geologist's health status is
unknown. For all we know his life
support is failing him even now.

She taps a button on her suit. Her head's up status shows
"Private".

MELINDA
You have all my data, sir. And I
brought Merlin along. He can fill
in any gaps in my research should
something happen to me.

She takes the final step and... nothing happens.

INT. COMMAND AND RESCUE SHUTTLE - NIGHT

Emily and Cora watch as Melinda turns and shrugs. She jumps
up and down on the spot. Nothing.

Over the comm -

MELINDA (FILTERED)
It doesn't feel like regolith.
There's no give at all.

Then PHOOM!, she sinks down into the moon and is gone.

CORA
I knew it!

A holo of Hideo shows concern.

HIDEO (FILTERED)
What has happened? Is Melinda safe?

INT. MINISTER'S OFFICE - NIGHT

Hideo stares at Emily's holo as she's works.

Visible through the window behind him, Tranquility Base
sprawls out a hundred feet below him.

EMILY (FILTERED)
She's sunk beneath the surface.
Remote comms are offline, but the
tethered connection is still
transmitting.
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INT. ACCESS SHAFT - NIGHT

Melinda floats down a well-lit shaft of alien design.

Inscriptions from what must be a thousand different alien
languages cover the surface, none of them Human.

MELINDA
Emily, are you reading this?

EMILY (FILTERED)
Five by five. Are those languages?

MELINDA
Must be a sort of Rosetta Stone.
Merlin?

MERLIN (FILTERED)
Already working on it.

Melinda reaches out, touches the wall.

MELINDA
The surface is like glass.

EMILY (FILTERED)
Hideo is asking questions. He's
very unhappy.

MELINDA
Is he ever happy? Tell him I'm fine
and that Guy has orders to pull me
out if anything goes wrong.

EMILY (FILTERED)
Roger that.

She descend further. The languages finally end. A few more
meters and the lights go out.

Melinda flicks on her exterior lights. The walls are bare.

Then her lights cut out.

MELINDA
Emily?

EMILY (FILTERED)
I'm here.

MELINDA
I'm in a dark section of the shaft.
My exterior lights just cut out.
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EMILY (FILTERED)
Suit telemetry shows them powered
up. You OK?

MELINDA
I'm fine.

Then everything changes.

The shaft walls seem to disappear, projecting the infinity
of the Universe.

Melinda seems to float free in space, the Earth ten thousand
miles below her.

MELINDA
Are you getting this?

EMILY (FILTERED)
All I see is dark. What do you see?

MELINDA
Some sort of hologram. The detail
is incredible, but I can feel the
walls. You're not getting this?

The view rotates. The hologram zooms in close to the Moon.

A red tinged field envelopes the Moon.

INT. COMMAND AND RESCUE SHUTTLE - NIGHT

Emily and Cora are on the edge of their seats.

EMILY
Negative. Video is dark. Describe
what you're seeing.

MELINDA (FILTERED)
The Moon. It's red.

INT. ACCESS SHAFT - NIGHT

The red tinged sky above the Moon starts to glow, pulsing in
intensity. The speed increases, faster and faster.

MELINDA
This feels like an instructional
video. I wish you could see it.

The red pulsing hits a fever pitch and then WHOOM!
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MELINDA
WHOA!

The scene changes drastically.

Stars stretch to infinity, and everything twists and warps
and undulates and moves past the Moon at impossible speed.

This is Hyperspace.

MELINDA
Houston, you ain't gonna believe
this shit.

INT. COMMAND AND RESCUE SHUTTLE - NIGHT

Emily glances at Cora, remains in control.

EMILY
What's wrong? Should we pull you
back?

MELINDA (FILTERED)
No. I'm fine. The holo - it's like
I'm flying through hyperspace. Like
it's taking me some -

INT. ACCESS SHAFT - NIGHT

Some sort of security field activates, cuts the rescue cord
and comm line.

INT. COMMAND AND RESCUE SHUTTLE - NIGHT

The transmission blanks and Melinda's telemetry goes dead.

Emily slams a button.

EMILY
Guy, real her in... NOW!

EXT. COMMAND AND RESCUE SHUTTLE - NIGHT

Guy slams his hand on the "Reverse" control and the winch
slows to a stop. A second later, it begins to rewind.
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EXT. COMMAND AND RESCUE SHUTTLE - NIGHT

The winch surges as it winds the cable. The cut end emerges
from the shaft and drags across the grey lunar surface.

Guy stops the winch and hop-bounces over to the entry point.

He stands right where Melinda did, but nothing happens.

He jumps up and down on the spot. Nope. Access denied.

INT. ACCESS SHAFT - NIGHT

Melinda floats in simulated Hyperspace, not actually moving,
but flying through space at Warp ten million.

Then WHOOM!, the star field is back to normal.

But everything is different. She's twenty thousand light
years above the plane of the Milky Way galaxy.

MELINDA
Holy Mother of - Emily, please tell
me you're getting this.

Silence in return.

MELINDA
Emily? Command Shuttle, please
respond.

Nothing. Not even static. She pulls on the rescue cable. It
floats loose, the end sheared smooth.

She's on her own, so she takes it all in.

300 hundred billion stars reflect off her face shield.

The galactic arms stretch out. Somewhere near the edge of
one arm is our own Sun, impossible to find even if you knew
where to look.

It's more than Melinda can bare. She bursts into tears at
the beauty and significance of it all.

And then Hyperspace returns.

She gasps, her breathing ragged.

MELINDA
to herself( )

Get it together. It's only a Holo.
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WHOOM! Hyperspace disappears and she's floating above an
alien planet.

There are no words. It's too amazing, too beautiful.

WHOA! Are those lights on planet surface?

She gasps. Life!

Without warning, the holo disappears and the shaft glows
with light. She floats down the last few meters into an -

INT. ALIEN CONTROL ROOM - NIGHT

A vast room filled with unknowable objects, any of which
might be starship controls, works of alien art, weapons of
mass destruction, or all three combined.

One thing is clear: this room is very important.

The cavernous room stretches off into darkness, but only the
immediate area is lit.

In the center of the lit area is a statue on a pedestal.

The subject is an amorphous attenuated blob. Like a giant
Amoeba if you pulled and stretched it.

Is it art? Or is it the owner of this establishment?

A hand appears and taps Melinda on the shoulder. She spins
and sees - Connor!

He's in regular clothes, his EV suit discarded on the floor.

He holds up his hands to calm her. Recognition hits him.

CONNOR
Melinda Towne?

Melinda reaches out, touches him to make sure he's real.

CONNOR
You're not in the holo-tunnel
anymore. I'm real.

He pokes her in the shoulder, pushing her a bit. Melinda
nods, removes her helmet.

CONNOR
I expected a rescue team, not a
mathematician.
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MELINDA
Does it matter who pulls a corpse
from its grave?

CONNOR
I'm not dead.

MELINDA
You might have been. And if there
were aliens down here, who better
to make first contact -

CONNOR
Second contact.

She nods.

MELINDA
Second contact - who better than a
mathematician?

She inhales, smells and tastes the air.

CONNOR
Earth normal. Air. Temperature.

He jumps, lands heavily.

CONNOR
Gravity, too.

Melinda looks around. The alien-ness of it is a scientist's
wet dream, but she maintains her professionalism.

MELINDA
These controls, did you -

CONNOR
Are you kidding? I'm a geologist,
not a moron. I figured rescue would
come soon, so I kind of just sat
here waiting.

Melinda appraises Connor. He seems normal, if a bit giddy.

CONNOR
You see the alien planet in the
tunnel?

She nods.

CONNOR
How about the spaceship?
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Melinda's eyes widen. She shakes her head.

CONNOR
Maybe they showed you somewhere
different.

MELINDA
Who?

He points to the blobby statue.

CONNOR
I'm guessing them.

But Melinda's looking at where the tunnel once was.

MELINDA
Oh shit!

CONNOR
It's ok. It reappeared when you
came through.

MELINDA
We need to find a way out.

Melinda looks at the controls. Everything is labeled in a
one utterly foreign script.

MELINDA
Suit up. We don't know what might
happen. We have to be ready.

He quickly and expertly dons his suit without complaint or
issue. Melinda puts her helmet on.

CONNOR
I tried crawling up the tunnel, but
the sides are too smooth.

Melinda nods, looks at an array of controls near the shaft.

She sees two controls, sided by side.

                    

CONNOR
Looks like up and down to me.
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MELINDA
frustrated( )

We have less than zero chance of
knowing for certain what those
characters mean.

INT. MINISTER HIDEO'S OFFICE - NIGHT

Hideo directs a dozen people via holo-display. Emily's alert
signal flashes. He acknowledges.

HIDEO
Is the laser working?

INT. COMMAND AND RESCUE SHUTTLE - NIGHT

Emily and Cora watch as Guy and Jill fire a mining laser at
the entrance to the shaft. No effect.

INT. MINISTER'S OFFICE - NIGHT

Sweat beads on Hideo's forehead.

EMILY (FILTERED)
No effect, sir.

Hideo loses his natural calm, slams his fist on the table.

SMASH CUT TO:

EXT. SOUTH POLE STATION - NIGHT

South Pole Station, nicknamed "Hell" because it's located at
the bottom of the Moon, is a water harvesting facility.

Most of the facility is below ground where it stores water
pried from crater shadows.

From its single launch pad, a TRANSPORT POD lifts off and
heads north.

The designation on the side: TP-151.

INT. COMMAND AND RESCUE SHUTTLE - NIGHT

Emily tries to console Cora and also do her job. Cora is
strong and bright, but the strain is beginning to show.
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CORA
Please. Please save my Mom.

Emily's steely facade cracks a little. She taps the comm.

EXT. METEOR IMPACT SITE - NIGHT

Every sort of digging or cutting tools lies discarded around
the Alien Shaft entry point.

Guy stares at the entrance, tries to will it to open.

EMILY (FILTERED)
You gotta find a way in there, Guy.

He roars, stamps his foot in frustration. And it sinks in!

He leaps out of the way as the barrier vanishes.

INT. ALIEN COMMAND CENTER - NIGHT

Connor sits on the floor as Melinda examines everything.

The lights go out. It's darker than the backside of space.

CONNOR
I didn't touch anything!

MELINDA
Don't move. Something happened.

The access shaft appears and begins to glow.

MELINDA
They must have figured out how to
get in. Come on.

Connor stands, trips clumsily over his own feet.

He loses his balance and his gloved hand grazes a cryptic
glyph on the wall near him.

Gravity disappears and both Connor and Melinda are sucked up
the access shaft.

In the control room... a series of glyphs light up, then
enter what can only be a count down.
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EXT. TRANSPORT POD TP-151 - NIGHT

TP-151 cruises a thousand feet above the lunar surface.

INT. TRANSPORT POD TP-151 - NIGHT

The PASSENGER reclines as the Pod travels toward Tranquility
station on auto-pilot.

PASSENGER
Computer. Time to destination?

COMPUTER (FILTERED)
Four minutes, thirty seven seconds.

INT. ACCESS SHAFT - NIGHT

The soft glow drags Melinda and Connor up the tube.

EXT. METEOR IMPACT SITE - NIGHT

Guy peers down the access shaft, careful to not get close.

GUY
I see a light! I see a -

His words are cut off when he sees something else.

The sky spasms and a RED TINGED FIELD envelopes the Moon.

INT. COMMAND AND RESCUE SHUTTLE - NIGHT

Emily and Cora watch the red tinge begin to glow. It appears
to form just 30 meters above the surface.

EXT. LUNAR SURFACE - NIGHT

Don drives his rig at top speed toward Tranquility base.

The sky above turns a shade of red from horizon to horizon.

He jams the brakes and watches the red begin to pulse.

DON
Oh sweet Mary, mother of God!
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INT. MINISTER'S OFFICE - NIGHT

Hideo ducks as the red tinge cuts across the inside of his
office, just a foot above his head.

He's quick, knows this is nothing but bad.

He crawls to his emergency suit locker. Whatever the red
tinge is, it prevents him from opening the locker door.

He tries the door to his office. Nope - won't budge.

HIDEO
Lisa, what's going on?

Nothing. The speakers are in the ceiling and cut off.

He scrambles to his desk, locates his wrist comp, taps it.

HIDEO
Lisa?

LISA (FILTERED)
Boss! Are you OK?

HIDEO
What's happening?

LISA (FILTERED)
I can't hear or see anything except
you.

He looks over at the computer unit Lisa is housed in.

LISA (FILTERED)
Boss?

HIDEO
Yes, Lisa?

LISA (FILTERED)
I'm afraid.

Hideo puts the wrist comp on his arm.

HIDEO
Don't be afraid. I'm with you.

He contemplates the reddish force field.

HIDEO
But I need you to do me a favor.
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EXT. MINING SITE - NIGHT

The red tinge appears and bisects the tower a third of the
way up.

EXT. METEOR IMPACT SITE - NIGHT

Melinda and Connor float up and out of the access shaft. Guy
grabs them and pulls them to safety.

All three collapse in a pile. The red tinged sky pulsates
faster and faster and faster.

Without warning, the floating meteor above them shoots into
space like is was shot out of a cannon.

They all know something big is about to happen, and they
brace themselves.

INT. MINISTER'S OFFICE - NIGHT

The red field strobes so quickly that it almost seems solid.

And then it is!

The effect is immediate and disastrous!

The transparent red force field becomes a protective shell
that slices through anything it touches.

The top of Hideo's office sheers off, destroyed by explosive
decompression.

Above him, the stars stretch to infinity.

EXT. MINING SITE - NIGHT

The Operations Command Center is cut in two, the top of it
torn apart by explosive decompression, the debris flung out
into space.

Above, the stars stretch to infinity.

INT. TRANSPORT POD TP-151 - DAY

The Passenger sees the Moon turn into a reddish shell and
then disappear like a popped soap bubble.

His face goes white, he grabs a barf bag, taps his comm.
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PASSENGER
C-c-computer, where'd the Moon go?

COMPUTER
I'm sorry, I don't understand your
question.

EXT. HYPERSPACE

The Moon is no longer Earth's satellite.

It's a Starship traveling through the beautiful chaotic
maelstrom that is Hyperspace.

Melinda, Connor, and Guy are transfixed, focused on a view
that human eyes weren't designed to see.

The journey might take forever or only a second, because
time means nothing here.

And then it's over. Space unfolds, reality returns, and
stars fill the sky.

But they aren't our stars.

The Moon is fifty thousand light years above the glowing
disk of the Milky Way.

It spans from one horizon to the other. It's monstrous and
inviting and way too close but impossibly far away.

Guy weeps at the beauty of it.

Connor smiles like a kid in a candy store.

But Melinda doesn't see any of it.

Her grim stare is fixed on Connor.

MELINDA
What did you do?

He looks back at her, not at all intimidated by her stare.

FADE TO BLACK:

OVER BLACK:

Sobbing. Sad, terrified, pathetic sobbing.
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FADE IN:

EXT. SPACE - NIGHT

Transport Pod TP-151 hangs alone in space.

The Earth is a small blue rock a quarter million miles away.

INT. TRANSPORT POD TP-151 - NIGHT

The Passenger stares out the view port at the empty space
previously occupied by the Moon.

His sobbing slows.

He inhales deeply, lets it out slowly, calmly.

Then -

PASSENGER
F U U U U U U U U U U U U U U C K!

FADE OUT:
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